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ABOUT THE CUSTOMER 

One of the leading United 

States producers of steel and 

steel products 

• In operation for over 100
years

• Over 26,000 employees

• Annual revenue in excess of
$22 Billion

MILL STAND FAILURES 

SOLUTIONS – Why ifm? 

ifm’s technical team comprised of industry expert engineers visited the steel site to analyze 

the root cause of the equipment failure.  After collaboration with the rolling mill 

engineering group, it was determined that the flow, temperature, and pressure of the mill 

stand cooling water and the temperature of the bearings should be the focus for the 

project. The following ifm process sensors were installed. 

• The SM-Series magmeter was used on the inlet and outlet mill stand cooling lines.

In addition to monitoring the flow to determine if leaks were present or if there

was insufficient cooling water flow, the SM-Series magmeter also measured the

temperature of the cooling water entering and leaving the mill stand.

• The PN-Series pressure sensor was used to make sure the system pressure in the

cooling lines was at the correct level.

• Finally, the TP/TS-Series temperature sensor monitors the mill stand bearing

temperatures.

• All sensor signals are monitored through the steel mill’s control system.

Immediate notification is provided if flow, pressure, or temperature values fall

outside of their proper range, allowing the mill stand to be shut down and pulled

from service before damage occurs.

MEASURABLE RESULTS 

ifm’s smart sensor technology increased visibility of process values which led to reduced 

unplanned downtime and mill stand failures. 

• The old system had approximately four failures every twelve months, which equals

about 56 hours of unplanned downtime or equivalent to $232,000 in loss.

• Repairing the mill stands cost approximately $276,000.

In five years, this system has an expected cost savings of $2,500,000 and 280 saved labor 

hours.  

Our customer, a renowned steel manufacturer, had incurred numerous incidents 

related to mill stand failures resulting in unplanned downtime.  When any of their 18 

mill stand lines went down it was catastrophic to their business.  Once the mill stand 

overheats, not only does it stop production on that line for at least 14 hours, but 

unusable steel by-products must be discarded.  The company’s goal was to diminish 

unplanned production stops due to these failures as well as reduce their scrap rate.    

CHALLENGES 

Contact your local ifm Sales Engineer 
or email cs.us@ifm.com 2020 
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